
Fairfield Harbor Management Commission 

Mooring Committee 

Meeting Notes  (by: Norman Marsilius)                                                                                                July 6, 2019 

Present at meeting: Kim Taylor, HMC; Harry French, HMC; Jacob Herschler, HMC; James Harman,  

                                     Chr. HMC; Geoffrey Steadman, Consultant to HMC; Jeffrey Engborg, Mgr. PYC; 

                                     Devon Santa, PYC; Norman Marsilius, Committee Chr. 

 

1. The Harbor Master did not attend. An earlier E-mail message from him was reviewed. 
2. An earlier audit of the 2019 mooring permit forms showed 123 permits issued. Existing  

mooring locations number 127 (76 in the Town field and 51 in the North Anchorage for 
PYC )  Four mooring locations were identified for assignment as follows: West Wall #7, 
South Wall #7, South Wall #12, and Levinson-Smith #2.  (a correction noticed after this  
meeting  shows  Lower Wharf # 03 should be substituted for South Wall # 12 above ) 
Two permits showed no mooring locations. 

3. Each mooring location was reviewed with the mooring service contractor, Jeffrey Engborg 
of PYC, for length, draft and displacement capability. The wait list was checked from number 
one through number sixteen. Several boats appropriate for the available mooring locations 
were identified. One wait list application did not list a boat size. 

4. The process of making offers as described in the Rules and Procedures was discussed. It was 
agreed that the Harbor Master should contact each person on the list, starting with number 
one, even if they list a boat which does not fit an available location. A person may wish to 
accept the offer and provide a different boat which fits the location. 

5. Anyone listing a boat which does fit the location offered who declines the offer will be noted 
by date as having declined. A second refusal of an offer will move that person to the bottom 
of the list. Thus, the Harbor Master needs to keep records of all offers. 

6. At this late date in the boating season someone on the wait list may have made a commitment 
for a slip or mooring elsewhere. If their position on our wait list causes them to be offered a 
mooring assignment, it was agreed that they may accept for the following year and not pay 
for the current year, given that they will not use the mooring this year. 

7. It was agreed that if an assignment of a mooring is accepted for use this season the normal 
permit and maintenance fees will apply even though the assignment date is later than normal. 

8. Discussion noted that a wait list application should not be considered complete and valid unless 
it lists an existing boat or a proposed boat by length, beam, draft and displacement. 

9. It was suggested that the annual wait list renewal application might better have a small fee  
instead of the one-time, fifty-dollar fee to join the wait list.  

10. Three guest moorings are required by the HMP. It was noted that four moorings in that area  
exist. The disposition of the fourth mooring requires further discussion.  

11. The audit of the 2019 mooring permits found missing signatures and supporting documents. 
Further action is required on this issue. 

12. Three 2019 mooring permits had two names listed. A permit must be held by one person. 
Further discussion is required on this issue.                                                                                        

13. Perry Green wall moorings numbers 1 – 10 are assigned by the Parks Department, however, 
they require a Harbor Permit. The Harbor Master needs to confirm his procedure for these 



moorings as they were not included in the 2019 permit applications. 
14. The ten wall moorings assigned by the Parks Department incur an annual 

tackle maintenance charge for work done by the HMC. At $ 80.  per  
mooring, the annual charge is $ 800. The HMC needs to confirm billing. 
 
 
 

 

 


